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Have you ever heard people's impressions of business coaches? First, they always say, "Oh, so a consultant?" No, a coach. Consultants
hand you fish; Coaches teach you how to fish. Secondly, "How can they tell you how to run your business? They aren't in your industry."
or "How can someone who has never run a business tell you how to run your business?" Wrong again; you know your business niche
best as a business owner. The rest of the process is about applying the right tools to the right spot and then letting your business run
itself. It isn't easy to do both. In a huge corporation, you have several departments with experts in each. Someone with the most
knowledge signs off on decisions within their respective area of expertise. Meanwhile, they may have no idea of other employees' job
expertise. Let a coach be the expert in business growth and you be an expert in your niche. Ben Nelson, Owner of Farm Equipment USA,
had all these same concerns. It wasn't until he hit his absolute rock bottom (mentally) that he even considered hiring outside help. After
a Google search, reading her reviews, and swallowing his pride, Ben reached out to Executive Business Coach, Allison Dunn to see if they
would be a good match.
In 2007, Ben Nelson decided to return to his farm roots. He shared a sweet saying from his dad that initiated his move back home "Hey,
do what you love to do when you're younger because what happens is you grow into a position where you can't move out, and now
you're stuck." Previously, Ben worked as a Sales Representative for an unmentioned local company. The longer he made sales, the more
he realized the thing he loved most about farm men was their word. If a farmer says they're going to buy something, that transaction is
honored unless they've communicated to you otherwise. There is no extra paperwork, no contracts, just a verbal commitment. So, with
dad's respectable words, love for the farm, familiarity in sales, and a good feeling, Ben established Farm Equipment USA. "I'd say it's kind
of special. When I get out in a farm field, it's like Heaven to me." - Ben Nelson. His company's mission is to help the American farmer
succeed, whatever it takes. He'll even get farmers' support if their business declines by providing cost-effective tractors.
In 2018, Ben heeded the advice of his close colleagues and began searching for a local business coach. "I had a nervous breakdown and
was put in a hole that forced me to start asking some questions." - Ben Nelson. He had never considered a business coach before, and it
took some humiliation even to give Deliberate Directions a call. After their strategy session, Ben realized the similarities between the two
and immediately felt that she understood him and his struggles. "Farmer culture and her [Allison's] culture are completely different.
Like, look at me, I got dirt on my feet." - Ben Nelson. He shares the importance of them sharing the same DISC profile and her listening
ability. He could sense the wisdom Allison could offer and signed the contract, beginning their business relationship.
Ben shares his most important lesson from Allison that continues during his coaching sessions today: he can survive or thrive. Allison
taught Ben that every small business doesn't have to run in survival mode constantly, teaching him the benefit of saying thriving,
especially in his moments of having nervous breakdowns.
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Here is an insight into Deliberate Direction's Business and Executive Coaching featuring Ben Nelson, Owner of Farm
Equipment USA.

CLIENT INTRODUCTION
Ben Nelson spent the first eleven years of business running his company out of fear. He held it there for a long time, not
because he wanted to but because he didn't know any better. It was his nest egg that he didn't realize he could spend. But,
with four years of coaching under his belt, Ben has had a lot of revelation, expansions, and far fewer moments of panic.
How? You ask. Simple, it's Allison Dunn.

COACHING
TRUST. It's incredible to have clients who appreciate people who have come in and supported areas where they may have
more shortcomings. Interviewing Ben Nelson was like that. He told me one compliment after another about Allison. Ben
has had many positive transitions within Farm Equipment USA, starting with shifting how he invested his extra money.
Allison challenged him to take his nest egg and invest in expansion. At first, Ben was shocked but memorized his mantra,
"thrive, not survive." He trusted Allison to guide him through that purchase and, years later, is now working on building
two more extensive facilities for his equipment. In some ways, it didn't bother Allison if Ben expanded or not; that was his
decision. But Allison saw an opportunity for 1) growth and 2) Ben to challenge his fear. They had coaching sessions over
surviving versus thriving, and Ben seemed to latch onto that idea, so Allison challenged it (knowing that his business could
go there). "It's one of God's laws, and he blesses you. That's the trust thing; you step out and boom." - Ben Nelson.
WISDOM. "God always puts you in a position for the next thing. So, when I needed her [Allison] to be our business coach,
God made the steps available for that to be an option" - Ben Nelson. When Ben met Allison, he struggled with depression
and panic regularly, primarily due to his growing responsibility to maintain his business. He felt underskilled to be a
business owner. After meeting Allison and hiring her, he began to feel supported and confident. As coaching progressed, it
became easier to envision himself in a successful and confident ownership role. Allison and Ben share the same DISC
profile, which made it even easier for Ben to relate to Allison. Also, Allison is a good listener, so it was easy for her to know
that Ben needed more support than growth when they first met, appropriately judging his panicked state and later
building trust. When Ben felt less panicked and depressed, Allison reacted, adjusted, and provided some guidance on the
next steps.

Thrive,
not survive
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OUTSTANDING IMPACT
While Ben could have expanded on any number of the projects he and Allison have worked on to make his company
stand where it does, he chose to talk about Motocross. He began by pointing out its seeming unrelatedness to
professional coaching but then walked me through how it has impacted how he practices risk in his business.
MOTOCROSS. For Ben, Motocross has a similar correlation to his struggles within his business; risk and fear. By riding,
Ben can use that as an outlet to manage his emotions. He relates it to when riders do wheelies by pulling the
motorbike up and letting it ride on the rear wheel for some time. Riders do this as a drill, so they're more prepared if
they pull a wheelie after a jump. Practicing allows Ben and other riders to react as they've practiced when catching air
on more significant jumps. As Ben has practiced risk in Motocross, he also has practiced risk in his business. It all
started when Ben spent his nest egg on his company's expansion. It's the risk he takes by letting his team take more
ownership over shop projects. It's the risk that he might try something, fail, and still be okay.

"The company has changed to what the team wants, rather than me" - Ben Nelson.

However scary, the company has significantly grown since working with Allison. Sales increased, machinery changed,
the environment shifted, and Farm Equipment USA became something bigger than ever imagined. "The company has
changed to what the team wants to do, rather than me. And now it's what they're creating. Thriving is pretty cool." The
next move for Ben is to have his team take more responsibility by sending them to Allison's office for coaching. "Even
though I was learning, my team wasn't" - Ben Nelson.

WHY ALLISON DUNN?
Ben Nelson describes Allison as "very high profile, driven, and a great listener." Allison took someone who struggled
with nervous breakdowns, panic, and someone in survival mode and taught him how to thrive. Now, he can do the
same for his team. He shares that Allison is the best thing that ever happened to his company. "I don't want to give
any good recommendations because then she'll get too booked," Ben teased. Thankfully, years ago, Ben was in a spot
where he could accept help and could easily relate to Allison, so when she presented ideas, they stuck. If you're ready
for your business to reach new heights, then it's time to schedule a strategy session with Allison Dunn today. All you
need is a business that you want to make you money. We hope to see you in the office soon.
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